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Uncounted millions of years ago, the great dinosaurs roamed the earth, the books say— but fate casts up Batman and Robin, the Boy Wonder, on a lonely dot of ocean-lapped land where man must battle bare-handed these fearsome giants of the fabled past! For here is an oasis of eternity which time seemingly has miraculously left untouched… now come with us on a whirlwind fantasy… brave the unknown perils of monster-haunted jungles… on… “The Isle That Time Forgot!”

Across the calm face of a sleeping, unsuspecting lad falls the dark shadow of a groping hand!

Steeley fingers clamp tight on the boy, a strong hand rises… falls… slaps sharply against yielding flesh…
OW! HEY. CUT IT OUT! OW! WHAT'S THE IDEA? OW! OUCH... OW!

1... 2... 3... HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN. DICKIE? 4... 5... TCH! 6... 7... 8...

OW! WHAT'RE YOU SPANKING ME FOR? I DIDN'T DO ANYTHING BAD! OWWW!

-- AND ONE FOR GOOD MEASURE... AND ONE TO GROW!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DICK!

HUUH?

HAVE A PIECE OF YOUR OWN BIRTHDAY CAKE, DICK!

SOLLY... GOLLY!

HMM! GOOD! YOU KNOW, BRUCE... I CERTAINLY WISH THAT PLANE ON THE CAKE WAS REAL!

DO YOU, NOW? WELL, THAT'S NOT TOO FAR-FETCHED A THOUGHT, COME ON!

A MINUTE LATER, THE TWO PAD THROUGH A DIM TUNNEL THAT BURROWS EARTHWARD FROM THE HOUSE TO AN OLD DESERTED BARN...

WHAT'S UP? WHAT IS THIS... A QUIZ PROGRAM? DON'T BE SO IMPATIENT?

AND INSIDE THE BARN...

THIS IS IT... IT'S ALL YOURS... A TWO SEATER AS FAST AS A BULLET!

JUMPIN' GRASSHOPPERS! MY OWN BATPLANE! MY VERY OWN PLANE!
That night—the small plane lifts its wings, eager as a small bird for its first flight.

For colorful Garg has transformed them into that crime-busting team—Batman and Robin!

And at its controls are not just plain Bruce Wayne and Dick Grayson—

How does she handle, Robin? (Kid isn't even listening!)

Baaah! My own Batplane! Golly!

And then—without warning—

Huh? It's shaking like a leaf in a wind! Wind is right! And what a wind! A hurricane has just broken loose—and we're right in the middle of it!

Like the colossal hands of a roaring Titan, the raging storm topples the tiny craft through the crowning sky!

All night they brave the invisible terror of the buffeting wind!

We're caught! No telling when this storm will blow us!

And at last the scarlet sunrise comes—breaking the storm!

Lucky we filled the reserve tanks before we took off on this joyride!

Robin, this plane can take it; not many could have survived. Hey! An island!

Uninhabited, I'll bet!

Batman, pinch me! I—think I see a dinosaur—a dinosaur!

Don't get gay! You know as well as I do dinosaurs lived a million years ago! Give me those glasses!
I didn't see any dinosaur, but I certainly saw some people in trouble! Looks like we've found ourselves a case!

Circling the strange island with motor silenced, the plane swoops toward a clear field out of sight of the mysterious figures on the beach.

I'm telling you, I saw a dinosaur! ...oops!

A dinosaur in the twentieth century, see what you get for telling lies!

I thought I recognized that plane! Batman and Robin, eh? Hmm! I have an idea that this time their curiosity will give them more than they bargained for! Hmm!

This is tough going, how much more?

Just a little way yet, I think!

Many, many minutes later, Batman and Robin shake the fog from their aching heads—and see...

I... Professor Moloff... I discovered it! When I have finished my book, I shall return to civilization for fame and riches. I shall have made the scientific discovery of all time! I will be acclaimed!

Don't try to tell me you were shipwrecked here! Bah! You all want to kill me... take my island away from me! You want my glory, but you won't have it!
HE'S RAVING MAD!

WELL... WHAT ARE WE WAITING FOR?

LESS PUMPING, THE TWIN TERRORS DRIVE FORWARD IN CLOCK-WORK PRECISION!

FOOLS! YOU SHOULD HAVE TIED THEM UP, FIRST!

ONE-TWO-THREE-HIKE!

HIT THAT LINE!

NAUGHTY-NAUGHTY!

A WILD MAN UNDERESTIMATES THE MERE STRIPLING BEFORE HIM--BUT FINDS OUT THE TRUTH--TOO LATE!

TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STUNT!

A NICE TRICK, ROBIN, BUT A BAD RUN!

RUN, RUN, YOU FOOLS!

SUDDENLY, TERROR IS ETCHED ON THE FACES OF THE WILD MEN WHO FLEE IN A PANIC--

NOW I WONDER... WHAT MADE THEM RUN LIKE THAT?

SHUCKS... MAYBE THEY WERE JUST SCARED OF US!

BUT THE OMINOUS WARNING CRACK OF A BRANCH SNAPPPING UNDER THE THREE-TON MONSTER'S FOOT GALVANIZES THE BATMAN INTO SPLINT-INSTANT ACTION.

LOOK OUT!
WOW! THE DINOSAUR! I WAS RIGHT!

AS STRANGE A SIGHT AS THE FOREST HAS EVER SEEN... A MERCENARY MAKING PASS! TYPHOON T.REX, MOST FEARSOME OF DINOSAURS!

STRONG AS STEEL CABLE, A NOIZED, SILKEN ROPE DROPS OVER THE SCALY NECK!

AFTER THIS, ROPING DOGS SHOULD BE NOTHING AT ALL!

I'LL MAKE MY APOLOGIES LATER! MEANWHILE, YOU DISTRACT JUMBO'S ATTENTION!

YAH! YAH! SWAN, YOU OVERGROWN LIZARD!

MAN AGAINST MONSTER! THE GREAT UNCHANGED STORY AS OLD AS TIME... BUT WHO WILL WRITE THE FINAL CHAPTER NOW?

THE EARTH SEEMS TO TREMBLE IN AWE AS THE MOUNTAIN OF FLESH STRUGGLES TITANICALLY AGAINST THE EVER-TIGHTENING NOOSE!

VANKING UP THIS TREE WILL BE A JOB, JUMBO... IT'S AN OLD, TOUGH TREE WITH THICK, STRONG ROOTS!

Lots of Brawn, but not much sense! The old adage again... "The bigger they are..."

But a Giant can be strangled as quickly as a pygmy... and at last the massive Hulk crashes to the ground like a felled tree once again... man has won!

Wow! What a LIZARD!

Now we've fought everything! Wonder what other cute pets MOLOFF and his loyal crew have around here?
A SHARP WHISTLE BRINGS TWO MEN TO THE ATTACKER'S SIDE!

WHAT'S UP, DAN?

THIS GUY'S GRABBING MY ACT! I WANT HIM OUT OF THE WAY FOR A WHILE.

IT'S THE BATMAN! BIG GUY AIN'T GONNA LIKE THIS!

AND NEITHER DO I!

LISTEN, YOU GUYS. HELP ME OUT AND ONCE WE GET OFF THIS ISLAND I'LL FILL YOUR POCKETS WITH MONEY!

AFTER DAN EXPLAINS, TWO LIMP FIGURES ARE SLUNG OVER STRONG SHOULDERS.

I GOT A FEELING BIG GUY AIN'T...

SHUT UP! KEEP YOUR VOICE DOWN OR HE'LL HEAR. HE'S WATCHING US NOW. ACT NATURAL AND DON'T GIVE THE SHOW AWAY. GET GOING!

BOUND AND HELPLESS, THE BATMAN IS LEFT TO FACE THE UNKNOWN PERILS OF THE ISLE OF MONSTERS!

THE BATMAN IS SHOCKED INTO INSTANT ALERTNESS AS STEEL COILS CLAMP TIGHT ABOUT HIM...

...COILS CAPABLE OF CRUSHING A LION!
Loop after loop of muscular coils squeeze the Batman in death’s cold clasps. Ribs creak under the terrible pressure.

(ugh) ... wonder how Robin’s making out? ... (ugh) ... what a way to die! ... I’d like to see the expression on the Joker’s face when he reads my obituary ... (ugh)

Just when darkness closes in ... just when the Batman’s heart threatens to burst ... a rifle shot crashes the silence!

CRACK!

Weeping in death, the boa constrictor slides from the fan-wrecked body it had sought to claim a victim.

The Batman cuts his bonds on a sharp rock...

Hey! Come out! I want to thank you! ... how? That’s odd? No answer? ??

A footprint! Somebody was here ... saved my life ... and disappeared. I don’t get it? ??

Certainly Molossor or that other fellow wouldn’t rescue me! Somebody is playing my guardian angel ... but who? This is the Batman, is a wee bit mysterious!

Meanwhile, before a great cage of vines built against the mouth of a vast cavern in the gloomy island depths ... this thing can hold animals, so it ought to hold this kid!

Dan ... he might be torn to pieces! Don’t you think you’re carrying this a bit too far?

Don’t be silly, Dolores. This is all part of the game! Do you really think I’m a murderer?

Of course! Honey, do you realize this island means a fortune for us! Buried treasure! That’s what you could call it ... yes, buried treasure now...
After they depart...

Something queer is going on here that needs explaining... I wonder what happens next...

As if in answer, a tusked, shaggy beast pads silently toward the unsuspecting lad!

Feel like stretching my... uh... a saber-toothed tiger?

Superfully-trained muscles respond with lightning speed to the stimulus of danger!

But the angry saber-tooth is not to be cheated!

Saber-toothed tigers went out of style in the Stone Age... but after that dinosaur I'll believe anything now!

Oh, oh! My belt radio! If the Batman is alive, he'll come! Batman, can you hear me? A tiger has me treed!!

And in the forest not too far away...

Snake? No... I didn't! Big guy... ah... but the secret of your protection lies with me.

Moloff, you... you killed the snake!

... a tiger has me treed!

No, Batman... I did not save your life... I have come back to take it! It is as simple as all that!

My radio... Robin in trouble!

Out of my way! Robin needs me! Out of my way! Coming, Robin...

Heartened by the Batman's cry, Robin strikes back at the snarling man-killer!

I'm warning you, you'd better scream before the Batman gets here!
LIKE A BLOODHOUND ON THE SCENT, THE BATMAN FOLLOWS THE BLIND TRAIL OF THE URGING VOICE EMANATING FROM HIS WIRELESS.

HMM... IN THAT CASE, I'LL GIVE HIM SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT.

SNAP!

LURCHING THROUGH BRAMBLE STUMBLING OVER SNAGGING BRUSH AND ROOTS, SICK WITH APPREHENSION, THE BATMAN Follows THE INVISIBLE RADIO BEAM.

I'M GOING IN THE WRONG DIRECTION... ROBIN'S VOICE... IT'S GETTING WEAKER... I'LL TRY ANOTHER PATH.

TIGER GETTING BOLDER.

VOICE IS STRONG NOW! I'VE GOT THE TRAIL... OH, OH... MOLLER ON MY TRAIL NOW!

THIS WAY! HE CAN'T BE FAR!

AN INSTANT LATER, A HUMAN ANTHROPOID DARTS THROUGH THE TREESTOPS, MUSCLES RIPPING IN RHYTHM... SWING AND CLUTCH... CLUTCH AND SWING...

SUDDENLY A FORMIDABLE FIGURE CRASHES THROUGH THE RUSTIC CAGE!

ROBIN!

C'MON, BATMAN... SNAP HIS NECK!

CAN'T HOLD... MUCH LONGER!

NOW LET MOLLER AND HIS MEN FOLLOWS MY TRAIL! COMING, ROBIN... KEEP PUNCHING!

MAN AND BEAST FALL HEAVILY... STEELY LEGS LOCK ABOUT THE WRETITING TIGER.

FIRST SABER-TOOTH I'VE EVER WRESTLED... BUT I GUESS THERE'S A FIRST TIME FOR EVERYTHING!

STRONG HANDS CLAMP AROUND POINTED TUSKS AND...
Down flashes the tusk ----
biting deep into the tiger's heart!

At least, this certainly makes a first-class dagger!

I knew you'd take him!

---and they kept talking about this 'big gun' as if they were afraid of him.

Dinosaurs -- a phoney saber-toothed tiger --
a crazy professor with an army of cave-men -- a pretty girl --
a fellow who slugs us for saving his life --
and this 'big gun' who saved my life! It's a puzzle --- the strangest puzzle I've ever encountered!

And notice --- these ferns and trees are certainly not of the Mesozoik period of the dinosaur! Hmmm!

C'mon, why don't we find the key to this riddle right now? I --- say --- I hear voices!

From the brow of a cliff, the dynamic duo sees a curious scene below.

The Batman will never find you here! This time I have you! Ha! Ha!

So he thinks! Robin, you slip around and tackle them from the flank!

The ingenious crime-fighter whips downward in spectacular aerial assault.

The last round-up, fellas!

The Batman --- sensational as usual. I've got to kill him... now!

Meanwhile, Robin, upon circling the group, makes a startling discovery.

A machine gun!

Be sure you shoot the Batman!

Don't worry, Big Gun -- I never miss!

You're not going to kill the Batman this day --- or any other day!

I'll wreck this thing before you hurt somebody... huh? A movie camera with a telescopic lens!

You crazy kid! You're ruining one of the greatest pictures ever filmed!
Suddenly...

This will look like an accident!... put you out for good...hum? he didn't even feel it.

No! but i guarantee you'll feel this!

The man they call "big-sky" markham... the famous director... show's over, batman! this is all make-believe. we've been fighting movie actors and props all the time! meet guy markham.

I saw your batplane land, batman and robin in a movie... the chance of a lifetime! i knew... you'd never consent to appear... so...

Later... in the clearing where the bizarre adventure began...

...i had you knocked out while you were unconscious. i told the cast to ad lib the picture... trick you into action.

but dan was jealous! he felt the picture... trick you into action.

i wanted to make you and your actions seem ridiculous... but instead you made me look the fool! i could have killed you... and would have... if i hadn't forgotten this stone club was a prop--made of papier-mâché!

i'm sorry, but i didn't know of this treacherous plan!

see?... a man inside handled the control of this very realistic "dinosaur!

but weren't you risking our lives with that phony "saber-toothed tiger?"

i'm a crack marksman, if anything had gone wrong, i'd have killed that tiger... as i did that boa that accidentally happened along!

a movie all the time! wow! my face is my red!

why? you've made an epic out of a third-rate melodrama! even if it was make-believe, you proved that a fearless man is more than a match for any combination of evil!

and so, the dynamic duo bids farewell to the real and fancied terrors of the isle of monsters!

well, batman... that was certainly one on us!

you said a mouthful, robin! clever these movie people! i think i'll go to see that film... i'll bet it will be a real thriller!
ENERGY TO MOVE A MOUNTAIN

Baby Ruth is rich in DEXTROSE— the sugar your body uses directly for energy!

As Winter’s fury hits, highways linking the country’s transportation system are blocked by whirling drifts. Day after day, giant snow-plows plunge through mountains of glistening white—clearing the way for “business as usual”— driven forward by the terrific energy generated from fuel fed their powerful engines.

Yes—it’s energy that commands performance— in a snow plow— and in the human body, too. Your body needs energy for action— and you secure your energy from fuel, too— your fuel is the food you eat.

That’s why a Curtiss Baby Ruth Candy Bar is something to think about— for Baby Ruth is rich in Dextrose— sugar the body uses directly for energy. Baby Ruth is so deliciously good— so smooth and crunchy and chewy— so full of nourishment and food-energy— that you get a real treat— that’s good and good for you— when you try Baby Ruth!

Hey, kids— come on— try a Baby Ruth— it’s a super treat!

Curtiss Candy Company • Chicago, Illinois
C'MON, PUFFY. LET'S TAKE THE OLD JEEP OUT FOR A DRIVE!

NO, THANKS. I DON'T TRUST AUTOMOBILES. I'M WAITIN' FOR A HORSE AND BUGGY!

THAT OLD MAN... SEEMS TO BE WAITING FOR A LIFT!

SAY, I'M GETTING HUNGRY! LET'S DRIVE OUT FOR A GOOD DINNER!

I FEEL LIKE EATING IN A NICE PLACE... SOFT LIGHTS AND NICE MUSIC - WHERE THE FOOD IS THE LAST WORD!

FUNNY GUY, WASN'T HE?
WE'LL KEEP DRIVING UNTIL WE FIND SOMETHING!

THERE'S A SIGN SEE WHAT IT SAYS!

HMM - IT LOOKS NICE! LET'S GO THERE!

20 MILES TO EXCELLENT FOOD

THE TAVERN

WHERE FOOD IS FOREMOST

WE'LL BE GETTING THERE IN NO TIME!

HMM - DEVILED CRABS - SHRIMP A LA NEWBURGH - SMOKED TURKEY - I'M STARVED!

15 MILES TO THE TAVERN<br>PECTS OF RARE QUALITY

IT'S WORTH DRIVING FOR - MUST BE A NICE PLACE!

10 MILES TO FOOD

THE TAVERN

LATER...

THERE IT IS! RIGHT AROUND THE BEND!

THE TAVERN

HOT DOGS

SOME PLACE!
LITTLE TOMMY didn't like to go to school. He played hockey. He didn't study. He got bad report cards. Tommy was a bad boy! So, when report card day came, Tommy took it on the lam. He beat it to the big town...and ran smack into trouble...right up to his necktie!

But when Tommy took the high road, he met those roving crime-busters, Batman and Robin, who soon showed him the error of his ways...

In this story of...

"REPORT CARD BLUES!"

The day starts off badly for little Tommy Trent...

BIZZ... AWW RIGHT... BIZZ... I'M GETTING UP...

BIZZ...

TOM-MY-AH-Y! YOU'RE LATE! TIME TO GET UP TO GO TO SCHOOL!
Yes, the day starts off very badly indeed.

And be sure you go straight to school...and not play hookey as you did yesterday. Your father will speak to you about that tonight.

Golly! How did mom find out about that?

Pupils, tomorrow you will receive your report cards!

Report cards! O-o-o-o! I don't feel so good.

Tommy, I've decided not to thrash you if you bring home a bad report card again. Instead, I will forbid you to play after school.

Gee!

Later... in his room, Tommy ponders over a big problem.

Gee whiz! I just know I'm gonna get a bad report card, and Pop says I won't be able to play with the fellows after school if I do!

I won't be able to play football, or have any fun any more! Huh! I'll show 'em! They'll be sorry! I'll run away. That's what!

Some time later, a small figure looks longingly at his mother and father...

With winter coming on, Tommy will need this heavy sweater.

Gee! Maybe I... no! I said I'm gonna run away, and I'm (sniff) gonna do it, too, (sniff, sniff.)

His heart thumping loudly, Tommy steps out into night—black, ominous—and terrifying...

Full of misgivings, but manfully determined, Tommy gets feet on the road to adventure...

Little Tommy Trent, you'll remember this night all your life!
And now let's shift to another part of town where action is about to explode!

Old Schultz will be glad to pay "protection" after tonight!

You said a mouthful—uh? The Batman!

And who let you rats out of your cage?

Twin thunderbolts, the Batman and Robin blast into the thugs!

Solid, Robin... Solid!

Knockout-dealing blows sledgehammer the hoodlums!

While Robin well and truly lives up to his title of "Boy Wonder."

Who are you calling names... Rat?

In the heat and fury of battle, the bomb is utterly forgotten. The fuse dwindles and...

As bad luck would have it, the Batman and Robin are on the receiving end of the barrage of flying brick and glass.

I'll fix you, punk!

Pick up your feet! Move!

BOOM

—A window-shattering ear-deafening explosion!
The getaway group scrambles into a waiting truck!

Get this heap moving!

In a dimly-lit side street——

With this sign turned over——

---and these uniforms over our clothing, we oughtta be able to fool the coppers... I hope!

A short time after——

Look! The cops are stopping cars at the bridge ahead!

I don't like it! They're looking for these guys in a truck---and that's us!

Hi, kid! You must be tired! Hikin' how about a lift?

Gee, whiz! Thanks, mister. Thanks a lot!

Tommy, you shouldn't have climbed into that truck! It's riding you into more trouble than your report card could have ever given you!

I got a brain wave! Stop the truck!
THE CAMOUFLAGED TRUCK REACHES THE BRIDGE HEAD....

WHAT'S WRONG, OFFICER?

THREE GANGSTERS... AND THEY'RE PLENTY WRONG! THEY TASSELED WITH THE BATMAN! HE BLEW UP A STORE, TOO!

THREE MEN AND A BOY! AND THIS IS A MEAT TRUCK. I GUESS YOU'RE OKAY! GET GOING!

THANK YOU, OFFICER... THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

HAH, HAH! THAT DUMB COPPER HAD HIS HANDS ON THE THREE GUYS HE WAS LOOKIN' FOR... AND DIDN'T EVEN KNOW IT!

YOU'RE THE GANGSTERS! OH, GOLLY... OH, GOLLY!

SHOVE THE BRAIN IN THE BACK! THE BOSS WILL TELL US WHAT TO DO WITH HIM!

TERRIFIED, TOMMY IS ROUGHLY SHOVED TO THE REAR OF THE GANGSTER VEHICLE!

--AND NO FUNNY BUSINESS, OR I'LL SLAP YOUR SILLY HEAD!

Y-YES, SIR!

I WISH I WAS HOME! THOSE GANGSTERS MIGHT EVEN KILL ME. I GOTA GET HELP! THOSE ROLLS... AND THAT HOLE... MAYBE I CAN LEAVE A TRAIL LIKE A BOY SCOUT DOES IN THE WOODS......

PRESENTLY, A ROLL DROPS FROM THE REAR OF THE TRUCK... AND THEN ANOTHER... AND ANOTHER...

SOME TIME AFTER, THE TRUCK GRINDS TO A STOP ON A SIDE STREET....

THE HOODLUMS WALK TO THE REAR OF THE FLORIST STORE AND OPEN A DOOR

HYA, BOSS?

AH, MUGGY! COME AND SMELL MY NEW ROSES! THEY'RE EXQUISITE... EXQUISITE!

MOVE, AND DON'T LET ME HEAR A PEEP OUTA YA!
Meanwhile, the Batman and Robin take to the Batmobile in an effort to track down the racketeers...

But the officer at the bridge said there were three men and a boy in that truck.

Say... look at that!

Rolls lined up on the streets! That's odd! Very odd!

Maybe the boy was an accomplice. We'll keep going!

Probably dropped from a bakery truck!

Bakery truck! Say... I wonder... Robin, I've a hunch those rolls weren't dropped by any accident! I think we've stumbled into something!

And so the full moon gapes down on a scene almost absurd... but only all too real as the Batmobile trails a wake of bakery rolls!

And so you picked up this cherub to bluffs the police! That was clever of you, Muggsy!

I thought so too, Milo.

At that very moment... in the flower shop...

But not clever enough! You stupid lout, you shouldn't have brought him to the hideout! Suppose he escapes?

Aw, boss! But he won't escape!

Right! Tie him up in a sack and throw him in a river! Shoot him anything... but get rid of him! The dahlia is a delicate flower, don't you think so, Muggsy?

No... no... you're going to hurt me!

No... what ever put that idea into your head, kid?

You did, of course!
THE BATMAN!

DON'T STAND THERE LIKE FOOLS! CLUB HIM DOWN HIM AND THAT ROBIN BOY!

I THINK YOU OUGHT TO TABLE THIS AFFAIR, DON'T YOU?

OOF!

UGH!

KEEN-EDGED DANGER SWOOPS DOWN TOWARD ROBIN'S UNDEFEENDED BACK—

But ROBIN'S NIMBLE BRAIN AND LITHE BODY ACT IN PERFECT RHYTHM!

MY, AIN'T YOU THE LITTLE CUT-UP!

I'M GONNA—

DON'T TRY IT! IT ISN'T WORTH THE EFFORT!

OH! OH!

MIND IF I PLANT THIS ON YOU? (WOW! WHAT A BAD PUN!)

WHERE'S OUR FLOWER-SNIFFING FRIEND, MILO?

RIGHT HERE, BATMAN! ONE MOVE, AND THIS BOY DIES!
Helpless now, the Batman and Robin surrender... and minutes later...

Gosh, Mr. Batman, I'm sorry you had to get captured on account of me.

Forget it, son. But would you mind telling me how you got mixed up in all this?

And I'll never run away again! Course I'm not scared now, 'cause you'll get us out of this, won't you, Mr. Batman?

Of course, son... (This kid certainly believes in me. Can't let him know we're in a fix, must do something.)

What's the idea of calling us in, boss?

You know this is the first of the month... we settle accounts with those who refuse to accept our... 'protection!'

Sure--this is payday night!

Right! But the police are on the prowl for us! So we must work faster, split into three groups and take three cars to these addresses!

Listen, Milo--if you hurt that boy you'll be the sorriest man alive!

The Batman and Robin... they get the works later, eh?

Yes! The boy comes with me to serve as a shield in case the police should decide to fire their guns!

After the trio of "torpedo" cars roar away...

Relax, Chum... you're not goin' anywhere 'cept maybe in the river, haw!

That innocent boy--he's liable to be hurt by gunfire... I got to do something--but what?

I hope this ape is as dumb as he looks.

Robin, I heard a noise at the door!

The instant the thug leaves to investigate, the Batman pushes a fern forward...

Then a wild plan... the brain child of desperation itself... is put into action...

I hope this coppers? I better see...

Batman's up to something--better play along!

I'll bet this the police...

Right next to the steam and the chair... this had better work or else!
HAH! HAH! YOU MUSTA HEARD MICE! AIN'T A COP IN SIGHT! WAIT'LL I TELL MILO HOW NERVOUS YOU ARE!

WE'LL WAIT... (BUT NOT FOR MILO!)

WAIT FOR WHAT? ONLY THE BATMAN KNOWS, AS HIS EYES RIVET ON THE FERN PLANT SO NEAR THE STEAM PIPE....

AND THEN, WITH SHOCKING SUDDENESS...

MINUTES CRAWL BY AT A MAD-BENING SNAIL'S PACE....

LIGHTNING--QUICK THE BATMAN GOES INTO ACTION--LASHING HEELS CRUNCH SATISFIERINGLY ON A BRUTISH JAW!

WHAT HAPPENED? IT WAS SO FAST--

I ONCE READ IN THE ENCYCLOPEDIA THAT THE FERN PLANT VIOLENTLY EJECTS SEEDS WHEN IT IS RIPE! PUTTING IT NEAR THE EXTREMELY HOT STEAM PIPE MADE IT RIPEN ALL THE FASTER! IT WAS A CHANCE--BUT IT WORKED!

WHAT'S IN THAT BOOK? THE NAMES OF CUSTOMERS--AND THREE NAMES ARE CHECKED--THE PLACES MILO'S MOB WENT TO--THAT MEANS WE MOVE! WE'LL SPLT UP AND MEET LATER! LET'S GO!

LATER, AFTER CUTTING THEIR BONDS WITH THE UNCONSCIOUS THUG'S KNIFE--

"PROTECTION" CUSTOMERS--AND THREE NAMES ARE CHECKED--THE PLACES MILO'S MOB WENT TO--THAT MEANS WE MOVE! WE'LL SPLT UP AND MEET LATER! LET'S GO!

At a certain barber shop, the first of Milo's advance musclemen makes a typical entrance--

SO YOU DON'T WANT OUR "PROTECTION", EH? YOU'LL NEED IT AFTER WE GET DONE WIT' YOU MESS UP THE JOINT, GUYS!

But another typical entrance is made--by the boy wonder, Robin!

YOU "GENTLEMEN" LOOKING FOR ME? NO! DON'T... OHHH!
NOT FOR YOU, PUNK! WE CAME FOR THE BARBER!

HAVEN'T YOU HEARD? I'M THE NEW BARBER--AND I'M HERE TO GIVE YOU THE WORKS!

GULP!

HOW ABOUT A SHAVE--AND A HOT TOWEL?

ROBIN MAKES GOOD USE OF THE ELECTRIC VIBRATOR!

--AND WE MUSTN'T FORGET A FACIAL MASSAGE...

GENTLEMEN, I BELIEVE THIS WILL BE ALL! I HOPE I DIDN'T SHAVE YOU TOO CLOSE!

Meanwhile, the Batman takes care of his assignment in this fashion! At a penny arcade---

AH! A PENNY-ANTE HOODLUM IN A PENNY ARCADE! HOW APPROPRIATE!

HARD ENOUGH?
NOW I'D LIKE TO TEST MY MARKSMANSHIP! YOU CAN HELP!

Senses keenly tuned to danger, the Batman pivots quickly and surprises a cowardly attacker.

So sorry, but Jim allergic to being shot in the back!

But trouble looms ahead for the Batman—at the third "payoff" stop—a department store...

The Batman... got loose—wopped us up at the arcade...

So... that means he knows our plans—and will come here next! Well, he'll walk right into a trap!

Golly... they can't kill the Batman... I'll call a policeman... I'll warn him... Ill...

You're telling me?

Try to sneak out, will you? Stay there... and be quiet.

Slap! Ow!
Solly, the Batman and Robin are in trouble—they're my pals! I gotta get help... I—I got an idea—I hope it works.

A sputtering match sets fire to his grubby handkerchief. Then, wrapping the flaming rag about the arrow, Tommy notches the bow.

—and lets fly! The flaming missile speeds ceilingward... and thus home close beside the automatic fire sprinkler.

What's that? What are you up to? I...

Boss... boss...

The Batman and Robin... they're coming—I saw them...

Good! They'll open the door—and we'll shoot them down! They won't have a chance—not a chance.

But the flaming arrow burns on, unnoticed—the blazing heat melts the soft metal pipe plugs.

At that very instant, the Batman and Robin step into the jaws of Milo's lethal trap.

Oh—oh! What's this? Your death, Batman! Shoot them down!

Suddenly two things happen in one conglomerate action! Water sprinkles the killers... and a siren's wail screams out.

Ulp... water! A siren!

Taking advantage of the confused mobsters the Batman and Robin pitch into the thugs!

Loyalty to the Batman drives all thought of personal danger from Tommy's head... and...
Reinforcements suddenly appear! A fire brigade charges in and quickly takes stock of the situation!

No fire here! Look! Batman and Robin fighting toughs! Let's make it hot for the bums!

Milo and his mob are put out—but good!

You're going to sniff lillies from now on, Milo!

You're not so hot!

Some time after... three figures walk down a winding road...

How did you know heat sets off ceiling fire sprinklers and sends an alarm to the firehouse?

My teacher taught me that in my civics class during fire prevention week!

That's my house! Golly, I'm afraid of school again. I always get bad report cards!

Any boy who can think as clearly in tight spots as you do should be good in school!

We won't forget you go easily, Tommy!

You're going away now. I'll... I'll never see you again...

This is a small world, Tommy. You never can tell when or where we're likely to meet again...

And so... just as pale dawn creeps over the horizon... a very excitement-weary little boy sneaks noiselessly home...

Goodbye, Batman and Robin—goodbye...

And not so long after...

Mother—mother...

Mother—mother...

It's so good to see you again!

Why, Tommy—anyone would think you had been away from me a long time instead of being in bed and sleeping all night...

Tommy makes a new vow...

And I'm going to study hard from now on... no more hockey for me!

I don't know what happened to change you like this—but whatever it was, I'm glad it happened—very glad!
MEET MY FRIEND, MYSTO. HE'S TEACHING ME HOW TO MAKE THINGS DISAPPEAR!
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SORRY-SERVICE ENTRANCE IS AT THE REAR!
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500 YEARS INTO THE FUTURE WITH THE JUSTICE SOCIETY OF AMERICA!

AGAIN THE JUSTICE SOCIETY APPEARS IN ANOTHER FULL-LENGTH ADVENTURE STORY?

ONCE AGAIN THEY FIGHT gallantly FOR AMERICA AND DEMOCRACY.

BUT THIS TIME THEY TRAVEL FAR INTO THE FUTURE TO DO IT!

DON'T MISS THIS TREMENDOUS ISSUE!

ALL-STAR NO. 10 ON SALE EVERYWHERE FEB. 18TH!

HERE'S A SWELL MAGAZINE FILLED WITH THE KIND OF TOP-FLIGHT COMICS YOU REALLY ENJOY!

WOW! I'LL TELL THE WORLD THAT THE NEW SANDMAN AND MANHUNTER HIT THE BULLSEYE EVERY MONTH IN
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ADVENTURE COMICS APRIL NO. 73 MANHUNTER!

IT IS A CALM, PEACEFUL EVENING AND BRUCE WAYNE AND DICK GRAYSON FIND THEMSELVES BORED BY INACTIVITY...

DICK, I THINK THE COSTUMES OF BATMAN AND ROBIN NEED AN AIRING, DON'T YOU?

SUTS ME! FOR A WHILE I WAS AFRAID YOU'D ATTEND MARGUERITE TONE'S PARTY TONIGHT INSTEAD..
At the palatial home of society's popular party hostess, beautiful Marguerite Tone entertains Gotham City's elite...  

I wonder what Marguerite is planning for tonight?  

She thinks of the most fascinating games, doesn't she?  

Attention, everybody! I have a real surprise for you tonight. We're going to have a scavenger hunt.  

Oh, how thrilling! We're going out looking for queer items.  

On the back of these emblems are your instructions! You are each to bring back as many articles as are spelled for. The one who returns with the greatest number by midnight wins the grand prize! Now, if you'll step up...  

There, that's the last one!  

Oh, look... one of the things I have to get is an ostrich feather! Where will I get that?  

As the guests depart, the lovely hostess glides upstairs... to plan a more sinister game...  

That "scavenger hunt" idea worked like a charm! Now for my mask and "work clothes."  

And moments later... moving with curious, cat-like grace, the masked girl steps into the next room...  

Good evening, boys!  

Here she is... the Cat Woman!  

You're all going on a scavenger hunt, too! Here are some emblems with instructions on the backs. Now listen carefully...  

For Marguerite Tone, the toast of high society, is none other than that clever queen of crime --- The Cat Woman!  

Later, after the criminals leave, the bold crime queen muses strangely...  

I wonder... I wonder, if this time I'm not flirting once too often with danger and death?
Still later, in the heart of Gotham City.

Can I see Mr. Vanderbilt's? I have to get his autograph for Marquise Tone's scavenger hunt party, see?

Oh, Miss Tone! Come right in! I'll call the master.

It worked! Now to get that fancy doodad, the Cat-Woman wants me to swipe! There it is!

Swiftly, the henchman pockets the priceless, jeweled heirloom of the Vanderbilt family...

Ah! You wish my autograph? It will be a pleasure to oblige one of Miss Tone's guests?

Thanks! The pleasure is all mine!

Backstage, in the dressing room of a downtown Theatre...

Boy, those jewels must be worth a fortune! What a haul!

A thief! I'll call the police!

Now wait a minute, lady! I'm not a thief! I'm from Marquise Tone's scavenger hunt! I'm only looking for a famous actress' eyebrow pencil. See--it says so down here on this list!

Once outside...

Oh, that's different! Of course you can have the pencil--and give my regards to Marquise Tone!

Once outside...

Leave it to the Cat-Woman! We got alibis. Ha, ha! That's rich!

Throughout the city, the crime queen's minions snatch their loot under guise of society's 'scavenger hunt.'

I'm supposed to bring back a lady's bedroom slipper. I like this better...ha, ha!

Only way I could get into that ritzy gambling joint--with my scavenger hunt badge! Instead of the poker chip I came for, I swiped all the dough!
IN A MIDTOWN AREA, TWO LITHE MANTELLED FIGURES PUT THRU THE NIGHT—— BATMAN AND ROBIN THE BOY WONDER!

LOOK, ROBIN, THOSE TWO MEN ARE BURGLARS!

GOSH, IT'S ABOUT TIME ACTION POPPED! I WAS BEGINNING TO THINK CRIME HAD TAKEN ANOTHER HOLIDAY.

THE TWIN GUARDIANS OF THE SLEEPING TOWN LEAP INTO DYNAMIC ACTION!

LET'S GO, ROBIN! WE'VE A JOB TO DO!

BOY, THAT CAT-WOMAN IS SURE A SMART DAME! WHAT A SCHEME! HO! HO!

Yeah! HA! HA! NOW LET'S FIND THAT SAFE!

THE BATMAN! WHA--?

PARDON ME FOR NOT RINGING!

YIPPEE!

This'll fix ya!

A FURIOUS PILE-DRIVING LUNGE...

But you can be dummy for football practice!

KEEP YOUR CHIN UP—OL' MAN!

TSK—TSK! YOU CANT PITCH ON MY BASEBALL TEAM——
Robin is greeted by a pair of feet... bottoms up!

But with an agile twist, the boy wonder spins into an acrobatic somersault and...

Whoops! Pon my sole!

So sorry! But everything that goes up... must come down!

Ugh!

Marguerite Tones scavenger hunt? We'll soon find out!

See? We're looking for Mrs. Rockport's French poodle!

That's a gag!

Why yes! Oh, I hope nothing I'm wrong! It's all in fun, you know.

That voice! I could never forget... it was... the Cat-Woman's!

All right, you two. If you can beat it, your story is true.

I told you so!

Can you imagine that?

Later, in the Batmobile, speeding home...

Hmm! That means we have a score to settle!

A clever scheme! That Marguerite Tones is the Cat-Woman, Robin. Our old enemy is on the prowl again.

Meanwhile, the two henchmen race back to their woman leader.

The Batman caught us!

The Batman! Well, I knew I'd cross his path again sooner or later... and you know I'm rather looking forward to another duel of wits with him.
A FEW DAYS LATER, IN BRUCE WAYNE'S MORNING MAIL—

WELL, WELL! MARGURITE TONE IS GIVING ANOTHER PARTY TOMORROW NIGHT—COME DRESSED AS YOUR FAVORITE CHARACTER!

YES... AND AS MY FAVORITE CHARACTER! GUESS WHO!

THE NEXT NIGHT---

YOU STAY HERE WITH THE BATMOBILE WHILE I SEE WHAT'S UP! PERHAPS THIS TIME WE CAN CATCH THE CAT-WOMAN RED-HANDED!

AW, I MISS ALL THE FUN!

FAVORITE CHARACTERS... GEORGE WASHINGTON, SCARLETT OHARA, ABF LINCOLN, NAPOLEON, CHARLIE CHAPLIN AND THERE'S THE CAT-WOMAN! SHE'S HAD THE NERVE TO COME DRESSED AS HERSELF!

BOLDLY, THE BATMAN ENTERS, MIXES WITH THE COSTUME-CLAD GUESTS!

LOOK... ANOTHER BATMAN! MY FAVORITE CHARACTER!

ANOTHER BATMAN! WHAT DOES SHE MEAN?

THE CRIME-FIGHTER'S SEARCHING EYES SOON DISCOVER THE ANSWER --- SEVERAL BATMEN MEET HIS ASTONISHED GAZE... FAT ONES, TALL ONES, SHORT ONES!

HOLY COW! THESE GUESTS HAVE ALL COME HERE DRESSED UP AS ME! AND THEY THINK I'M A FAKE, TOO!

SAY, YOU FORGOT TO BRING ROBIN THE BOY WONDER!

HIYA, BATMAN!

SUDDENLY, THE TALL "BATMAN" WHISPERS BURRILLY TO THE NEW ARRIVAL---

IT'S ABOUT TIME YOU GOT HERE, DUKE! C'MON, WE'VE GOT TO JOIN THE CAT-WOMAN! SHE'S GOING UPSTAIRS WITH THE OTHERS.

OKAY! LEAD ON!
Upstairs, in the Cat-Woman's sitting room, four figures robed in the Batman's dark denim discuss—crime.

Listen, men! Disguised as the Batman, you can gain entry anywhere. Say you're looking for a criminal. Then rob the place! If you're nabbed, tell 'em you're from Marjorie Toms' 'favorite character party' and it's all a publicity stunt.

Wonder what the Cat-Woman would think if she knew I was the real McCoy? Ha! Is that a joke on the real Batman?

Abruptly, the door bursts open and...

I'm late... I had a flat tire and was delayed!

Something's wrong! There are only supposed to be four of you here! One of you is an imposter... take off your masks!

The Batman is trapped... but undismayed!

I'll keep mine on, if you don't mind. My face is my fortune.

After him! He's the real Batman!

But like a steel spring, suddenly released, the crime-fighter uncoils into action.

So you want to be a Batman? I'll show you how!

Suddenly, swift as a striking puma, the crime queen's slim hands streak out...

But Batman has spied Cat-Woman's reflection in the mirror— and moves with the blurring speed of light...

They're all mixed up by the costumes! Here I am, Muggs!

Suddenly, I'll get you myself!

Is that nice? Take a little nap... you're all excited!
ABRUPTLY... A CONCERTED RUSH BY THE FAKE BATMEN BEARS THE VALIANT BATTLER TOWARDS AN OPEN WINDOW.

GET UP AND FIGHT—YOU'RE FOUR TO ONE AGAINST HIM!

THIS'LL FINISH YOU, BATMAN!

COME ON, YOU PHONIES! WE'RE JUST STARTING!

SUDDENLY, A MINIATURE WHIRLWIND SWEEPS IN FROM THE OPEN WINDOW..... IT IS ROBIN THE BOY WONDER!

RIDE 'EM, COWBOY! I WAS GETTING BORED OUTSIDE!

Hi-Pa!

AS THOUGH ANIMATED BY ONE GEAR, THE DYNAMIC DUO SHIFTS INTO HIGH!

I THOUGHT I SAW SOME SPECKS ON THIS RUG! I'LL CLEAN IT!

WE'LL CLEAN IT UP FOR THE CAT-WOMAN!

THE TIGRESS QUEEN QUICKLY REGAINS HER POISE.

YOUR ROUND, BATMAN! BUT YOU CAN'T PROVE I COMMITTED ANY CRIME! YOU SPOILED MY SCHEME, THOUGH..... AND I WON'T FORGET THAT.

YOU'RE CLEVER, CAT.... BUT YOU'LL MAKE A SLIP SOONER OR LATER.

Moments later, after two caped figures merge into the inky night...

HOW BRAVE AND STRONG HE IS! IF ONLY HE WOULD TEAM UP WITH ME..... NOBODY WOULD BE ABLE TO STOP US..... NOBODY....
A WEEK PASSES, AND BRUCE WAYNE WAITS IMPATIENTLY FOR THE CAT-WOMAN'S NEXT MOVE...

BUT, AT THAT MOMENT, THE CUNNING ADVENTUERESS IS PLOTTING HER GREATEST COUP!

LATER, AT THE ACE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE...

IN THE BACK ROOM.

HURRY UP AND FINISH THOSE LESSONS, YOU'VE GOT TO KNOW HOW TO ACT AS SERVANTS. WE'VE ALREADY GOTTEN ORDERS!

DINNER IS SOLVED--I MEAN SERVED!

I SAW YOUR PAWNON, MRS. FITZBUILT, THE MARSTER IS NOT MEAN! HA! HA! I'M LOVING!

PRESENTLY...UNSUSPECTING SOCIETY OPENS ITS HOMES TO THE MEMBERS OF THE CAT-WOMAN'S GANG!

MY NEW BUTLER...

ISN'T HE MARVELOUS?

MARGUERITE TONE RECOMMENDED HIM!

AND, DURING A FESTIVE DINNER AT THE RESIDENCE OF ONE OF HIS FRIENDS, BRUCE WAYNE IS STARTLED TO SEE....

SILKY DAVIS!

WHAT'S THAT COOK DOING HERE AS A BUTLER?

POLITELY EXCUSING HIMSELF, BRUCE SURREPTITIOUSLY TRAILS THE BUTLER DOWNSTAIRS TO THE SERVANTS' QUARTERS...

OKAY, SILKY, WE'VE CLEARED EVERYTHING OUT OF THIS JOINT! THE CAT SAYS ALL THE PLACES ARE GONNA BE ROBBED TONIGHT!

I THOUGHT SO--THE CAT-WOMAN AGAIN, SHE MUST HAVE PLANTED CROOKS IN ALL THE WEALTHY HOMES.

IN A FEW MINUTES, FOLLOW ME UPSTAIRS, YOU CAN ROB THOSE RICH MUGS AT THE DINNER TABLE AND THEN JOIN THE CAT-WOMAN! AND DON'T FORGET TO FRISK THAT PLAYBOY, BRUCE WAYNE, HE MUST BE CARRYING A BIG ROLL!
But as Silky Davis enters the corridor, an iron fist crashes into his jaw!

In an adjoining room, an amazing transformation takes place as Bruce becomes -- the Butler!

Upstairs ....

I beg your pardon, madam--Mr. Wayne had to leave suddenly! He offers his humblest apologies!

Oh, that's just like Bruce, he's probably bored as usual. Dear me, that boy is so flighty!

First, I'll have to explain Mr. Bruce Wayne's absence! Good thing I always carry the make-up kit with me.

Pausing only a brief moment to summon Robin, Bruce races to the servants' quarters again!

The disguised Bruce Wayne leads the trusting thieves to a basement game room.

Suddenly, darkness descends but... the click or a switch brings the underling dog drenched Joe into sight--Batman!

Shh! I've got a better plan! Come this way!

Okay, Silky! You know this joint better!

Hey, Silky--what're we doing down here?

You'll find out!

It wasn't Silky! That's the Batman!

He trapped us! Let's get out!

You want to play games, don't you? Here's a whole roomful of them! Only they're not crooked!

Awk!

How about some basketball?
WHERE ARE YOU SUPPOSED TO MEET THE CAT-WOMAN? TALK!
AT... MRS. RICHMORE'S HOUSE!

LOCKING THE COAL BIN COVER, THE BATMAN RACES OUTSIDE TO A NEARBY CORNER...
GOOD! THERE'S ROBIN WITH THE BATMOBILE JUST WHERE I TOLD HIM TO BE! NOW FOR THE RICHMORES AND THE CAT-WOMAN!

MEANWHILE, AT THE LUXURIOUS RICHMORE MANSION...
NOW, WHEN THE COFFEE IS SERVED WITH THE SLEEPING POWDER IN IT, THEY'LL ALL BE SENT TO DREAMLAND, THEN WE'LL RAID THE PLACE!

I'LL BE GLAD TO GET OUT OF THESE DUBS! I'M TIRED OF COOKING GRUB!

SUDDENLY, LIKE HUMAN THUNDERBOLTS, TWO LITTLE FIGURES DESCEND UPON THE RING OF ROGUES!
MIND IF WE ADD A LITTLE FLAVOR TO YOUR COFFEE?

OH! THOSE SWINGING DOORS!

BATMAN! I'LL SCRATCH HIS EYES OUT!

HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR EGGS, YEGGS?
GO BAKE YOURSELF A CAKE!
I'LL FLATTEN YOU INTO A PRETTY SHAPE WITH THIS COOKIE!

SUDDENLY --- THE VIOLENT GLEAM OF FLASHING STEEL ---
ULP!
LOW BRIDES, BATMAN!

A LIGHTNING LUNGE TO THE LEFT! AND THE BLADE THUDS HOME HARMLESSLY ABOVE...

BLINDING THE BATMAN AND ROBIN WITH A MINIATURE SNOW-FRIZZED?

THIS IS OUR CHANCE --- LET'S GET OUT OF HERE!

THAT FLOUR ... IT'S - COUGH? BUNTING ME ---
CAN'T SEE --- (COUGH) --- THAT OPEN WINDOW ---

UNDER COVER OF THE MAN-MADE DUST CLOUD, THE BANDIT QUEEN AND HER HENCHMEN ESCAPE

- THAT WIND --- IT'S BLOWING THE FLOUR ALL OVER THE ROOM --- AND THE CAT-WOMAN IS GETTING AWAY!

TOO LATE TO FOLLOW THEM, WE'LL HAVE TO --- WHAT'S THIS ON THE FLOOR?

LOST AND FOUND --- CONFIDENTIAL AGENCY VALUABLES RETRIEVED FOR A SUITABLE REWARD? MMM! A NEAT LITTLE RACKET!
THE CAT-WOMAN OPERATES A LOST AND FOUND BUREAU ---
--- AND HOLDS UP THE PEOPLE SHE ROBBED FOR A SUM OF MONEY TO GET THEIR JEWELS AND THINGS BACK! WE'VE GOT TO BREAK IT UP, BATMAN!

DOWN AT THE CONFIDENTIAL AGENCY, A BLAZING OF EXCITEMENT IS IGNITED ---

YES, MR. VANDERWELL, FOR THE SLIGHT SUM OF $5,000 WE WILL RECOVER YOUR HEIRLOOM!
EVERYBODY CLEAR OUT OF HERE! WE'RE LEAVING TOWN! THE BATMAN AND ROBIN ARE TOO CLOSE TO US!
Like an answering echo, the twin foils of crime hurdle forward:

THE BATMAN!

SORRY ... BUT YOU Didn'T FURNISH ME WITH A KEY!

Take a letter!

Abruptly, as screaming sirens herald the approach of police ... one of the crime queen's men have moved with the eye-blurring speed of light and menaces his tigerish leader...

The cops! Batman must have told 'em to come here.

You're responsible for getting me in this jam.

Cat-Woman! Now the cops are gonna get us ... but here's a souvenir from me, first....

But before the mutinous criminal can pull trigger...

...And here's something to remember me by!

Huh?

The Batman ... he saved my life!

And before the startled Batman can recover his wits, the shadowy Cat-Woman has slipped out of the room, like some elusive phantom.

Bat-Wake up!

Huh ... what's that? Oh, yes, we've got her men ... and all the loot is in this office!

Presently...

Thanks for catching the gang and recovering the loot, Batman! But where's their leader ... the Cat-Woman?

She ... er ... she got away ... slipped through my fingers...

Some time later, in Bruce Wayne's apartment...

You know, Bruce, I've a feeling you let the Cat-Woman escape!

Why, Dick, how can you say a thing like that! She's clever and beautiful ... yes, and it's a shame that we both work on opposite sides of the law, but I hope ... I mean, I know we'll meet again -- soon! And then it will be my round!

Cat-Woman still at large!
THE WAY HOME

by Norman Goss

A CHILL wind, bearing threats of snow to come, swept down from the Bavarian Alps and across the bleak, forbidding terrain that marked the concentration camp. Huddled closely together for warmth, the starved and sick prisoners of war stared at the smoke issuing from the chimneys of the Commandant's office and the guard's quarters. This was the daily half-hour period for fresh air, thirty minutes of precious freedom from the dank, vermin-infested cells in which they were housed.

Suddenly, a man slumped to the ground. In an instant, two of his fellow-prisoners were at his side. One of them touched the frail figure's face.

The man—his name was Michael Cord, and he came from Lancaster—opened his eyes. "Thanks, lads," he said weakly. "I—I—sort of went under for a moment."

"Silence!" A burly soldier thrust his face into that of the prone man. "Get up on your feet!" His heavy boot bit into Michael Cord's side. Groaning, Michael Cord managed to regain his feet. The camp was swimming around, and he felt sick. He wondered why death didn't come.

Death! It was really the only way to escape from this place. Unless a fellow were lucky enough, as that Free Frenchman had been last week, to be given a pardon. Almost inconceivable had that been. Michael Cord had never believed these beasts would keep their word. And that Stobel.

Almost unconsciously Michael Cord's eyes strayed to the window of the Commandant's office. Stobel was looking out, his face masked in deviltry. Under his breath, Michael Cord swore a horrible oath: if ever he could meet that devil face to face.

Into Michael Cord's mind flashed the picture of last week. The boys had come over to lay some eggs on Berlin. And somehow, British Military Intelligence had learned that close to the concentration camp the enemy had established a secret air base. They had dropped some bombs, created some damage.

But someone had miscalculated. A bomb had dropped, screaming, perilously close to the Commandant's quarters. Locked in their evil-smelling cells, the prisoners had heard the cries of fright cutting the air as Stobel and his gang scuttled for safety.

And then something had gone wrong. The bomb was a dud. But still dangerous. There was no telling when its mechanism would go off, no knowing when the entire side of the camp would be blown to bits. Stobel had hastily summoned the prisoners into the courtyard. White-faced, he had promised freedom to the man willing to risk his life and cut off the mechanism. The Free Frenchman had done it and Stobel had kept his word. The Free Frenchman was free to go home, if going back into France could be called freedom.

Bitterly, biting his lips now to keep back the pain searing his insides, Michael Cord thought of home. Back in Lancaster they'd be getting ready for the holiday, Magde and the two girls. The boy, Charlie, was with the RAF, an observer just as his dad had been.

But here, in the concentration camp, it would be just another day, Michael Cord thought, blankly, if he lived to see it. Why, oh why, hadn't he had the strength to get at that bomb as the Frenchman did? If only that hemorrhage hadn't started, it might have been he, Michael Cord, on the way home. "Home home."

Michael Cord didn't realize he had spoken the words aloud. A whispered warning from a fellow prisoner recalled him from his reverie. The heavily set guard was glowering at him, waving his gun butt menacingly. He started toward Michael Cord just as the sound of sirens split the air. The guard turned, saw the motorcycle detachment, preceding two official cars, roaring into the narrow road leading to the Commandant's quarters.

The cars bore high Army officials come to inspect the damage done to the adjacent air-base. Instantly, the prisoners were herded inside, shoved into the foul-smelling, unventilated styes that were called prisons, not to be let out again until the next day. Someone would die during the night. Someone always did.

Lying on the vermin-infested straw that was his bed, Michael Cord tried to shut from his ears the agonized cries of dying, diseased, and beaten men. The place was pitch-black. Curses and imprecations mingled with the moans of the dying.

Michael Cord closed his eyes; his body seemed to be floating. It was a very pleasant sensation, and there was a loud, pleasing drone in his ears. Drifting...drifting...just as on the lazy river, home, on Sundays, when they went punting...

A loud curse recalled Michael Cord to earth. Light streamed in from the open doorway, behind the figure of a prison guard. His voice seemed excited as he ordered the prisoners out. Despite his command for silence, wondered whispers filled the room. What had happened? What was going on outside?

Alongside Michael Cord, a Cockney whispered: "C'ow! He's plenty scared. Look at his bloody face."

Light stabbed cruelly into Michael Cord's eyes as he felt himself pushed and shoved out-
side with the other prisoners. The wind had grown stronger, sending icy nettles through the frail bodies of the men. In the sky overhead, a Nazi bomber circled worriedly.

In just a moment, the reason was apparent. It was Stobel, himself, who broke the news. Michael Cord guessed that with ranking officers around, Stobel had to make the gesture. The official cars had been run back down the road.

Stobel's voice was cold, military. But beneath it, Michael Cord could sense the presence of fear.

“Our bomber above, because of a faulty carrier, has dropped a time bomb. Fortunately, it has not exploded. We have no way of knowing why, nor when it will go off,” Stobel's eyes narrowed. “We do not intend to risk the life of a single one of our brave men. But to the one of you, who knows bombs, and can render it useless, I promise freedom back to your homeland.”

“Freedom!” The word clutched at Michael Cord's throat. Freedom! He knew bombs. And didn't these Nazi fools know that if the bomber above had been heading for an objective, his time clock must be set well ahead? He closed his eyes. This was like a gift from Heaven. Home, freedom... and he really wouldn't be risking his life.

He stepped forward. “Goot!” Relief seemed to spread over Stobel's features. “The bomb is behind my building.” He barked an order for tools, which were hastily brought to Michael Cord.

The two ton missile was nosed in the soft dirt, between the airports and the Commandant's office. Michael Cord went unhesitatingly toward it, examined it tenderly. He knew the type. His wrench bit into a nut and Michael Cord's other hand caressed the cold steel. “My passport to freedom,” he said chokingly. It was like a miracle, he thought, like a miracle. His eyes glinted with satisfaction as a plate parted, revealing the mechanism. The bomb wouldn't have gone off for an hour. They could have carted it away themselves. Michael Cord chuckled. This was a good joke on them. They were practically giving him away.

Stobel's voice came crisply to his ears. “It is safe?” He sounded far away.

“Safe?” Michael Cord almost turned to answer that it was. Sure it was safe, and so was he. He was almost as good as back in England, away from these monsters who called themselves men, instead of maniacs. It was odd that they should speak of safety and security, when all they offered was unrest and disillusion.

Yes, that's what they were fighting for. To keep people unhappy, keep them in bondage and tyranny. Across the screen of Michael Cord's mind flashed a picture of another kind of man: the good man, the brave man, who believed in a long and happy life, who believed in freedom. The sort of man who would give his life to attain it.

There was no brutality in that kind of man; no lust for killing, no atrocities, no insane urge for power, no ruthless urge to destroy. That kind of man deserved to live; for the other kind, there could be but death. The beast could not triumph... he would not!

Michael Cord finished adjusting the mechanism. Hot tears flowed down his cheeks. Furtively, he brushed them away as he stood up. He waved toward Stobel. “I have fixed it,” he said. “It is harmless.” He turned again, noted the position of the bomb. Perfect.

“Sor!” Stobel tried to force a smile to a face that could not harbor one. “You perhaps did not believe we would give you freedom?”

He stood impressively before Michael Cord. Around Stobel's office were seated the high officers. A guard carried an overcoat. This was presently handed to Michael Cord, who, smiling grimly, put it on. “You will be taken to the French coast,” Stobel said, “and there given a small boat with which to navigate the Channel.” Once more, he tried to smile.

“Is that not a good present from us?” His thin lips parted. “Perhaps you will tell your accursed English that we do keep our word?”

Michael Cord looked at the watch on Stobel's wrist. He felt a strange lightness in his body and it almost seemed as though his heart were singing. “Yes,” he said, his eyes on the watch. “It is a wonderful present.” He hesitated then, a smile on his lips, said: “But it is the custom of we English to give gifts in return.”

Stobel's eyes narrowed suspiciously. “What is this strange talk, Englishman?” His eyes searched Michael Cord's and then, suddenly he seemed to see into them as through the strange light in them had brought forth a picture. “No... no...” he cried hoarsely. His fear-filled eyes darted to the door. “You didn't... ?”

The mighty roar which reduced the Commandant's office and all its occupants to bits answered the question. Michael Cord had found a way to go home—the Englishman's way; a way that meant his own life when he advanced the time bomb mechanism ahead so that in fifteen minutes the bomb would go off!

the End

Free for Asthma During Winter

If you suffer with those terrible attacks of Asthma when it is cold and damp as now, Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp for breath was the very last; if restless sleep is impossible because of the struggle to breathe, if from the desire to sleep is always cutting your life away, don't fail to send at once to the Frontier Asthma Co., 462 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y. for this free trial. If you ever feel most discouraged, do not abandon hope; send today for this free trial. It will cost you nothing.

Address: Frontier Asthma Co., 462 Niagara Street, Buffalo, New York
Here are the answers to everyone's questions! The book that should be in the home of every American!

How you can Defend Your Home!

When the Enemy Strikes!

- How to "Blackout"
- What are safest shelters
- First aid hints
- What to do at home
- What to do at school
- The refuge room
- Putting out incendiary and incendiary bombs
- Civilian defense insignia

How to spot the planes in the skies!

A handbook of air raid preparedness!

Based on official information from the U.S. Office of Civilian Defense.

Now on sale everywhere!
Rollin' Stone!

Okay, Stone—you can be a clown someday—but in the meantime, you've got to start at the bottom; those clowns have spent their lives learning their business.

Oh, boy! I'm happy! I finally got a job traveling with a circus—I'm gonna be a clown someday!

But—could I meet a real live clown?

Say, Max—this is Mr. Stone—Stone thinks he wants to be a clown. Will you talk to him and give him some advice?

Sure thing, Shorty!

Gee! Gulp!

Well, I tell ya, Sonny. It's a tough racket!

But it must be fun to make people laugh!

They say there's lots o' money in it, too!

Well, Stone—there's lots of boys who'd like to be clowns—but clowns are born!

Hey, Stone—I've got just the job for you!

But I was born once in Little Rock!

Now, Stone—I've got a job for you in the menagerie with the animals—you have a good chance to watch the clowns work—and someday I'll make you a clown!

Gosh—thanks! But what's my new job?

Takin' care of an elephant?

Yes—but it's a little baby elephant—it's a freak—th' smallest elephant in captivity—born last week!

This is startin' at the bottom all right—heck! And I wanted to be a clown!

Hey, fellows, take a look at th' freaks!

Vessey! I'm beginnin' to think he was born at that or something!
NOW - WHERE DID THAT DOG GO? HE ISN'T TAKIN' HIS WORK SERIOUS - I CAN'T BREAK HIM OF CHASIN' THEM CATS

NOW, I GOTA FIND HIM!

SAY - WHAT'S TH' MATTER WITH YOU? HOW MANY TIMES HAVE I GOTTA TELL YA —

SHH!

SHH!

SHH!

SAY - YOU WAIT RIGHT HERE AN' KEEP YA EYES OPEN TILL I COME BACK - DON'T MOVE!

LISTEN, POP! THERE'S SOME VERY 'SPIRIOUS LOOKIN' MEN HIDING IN THE WOODS BACK OF OUR HOUSE!

ROVER TRACKED 'EM DOWN!

WELL, BILLY - YOU'RE A CHIP OFF TH' OLD BLOCK! HERE'S A CHECK FOR $500 FOR FINDING TH' BANDITS!

POLICE DEPT.

WELL, YA REALLY OWE IT TO ROVER - HE TRACKED EM DOWN! HE'S A G-DOG, YA KNOW

ROVER - POP PUT THAT MONEY IN TH' BANK FOR YA - YOU'RE PROBABLY TH' RICHEST DOG IN TH' WHOLE NEW NITED STATES! BOY - I'M PROUD OF YA!

SMACK!

SMACK!

NEXT DAY —

BUT WAIT - POP PUT THAT MONEY IN TH' SAME BANK THAT WAS ROBBED!

WE'D BETTER KEEP AN EYE ON THIS BANK - I'M NOT TAKIN' ANY CHANCES WITH OUR DOUGH!
AMERICA'S FAVORITE CARTOON STAR SMASHES THROUGH THE MOVIE SCREEN!

SUPERMAN CARTOONS in Technicolor!

AMAZING! THRILLING!

Produced by the Max Fleischer Studios... Based on the famous character created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster
They all wandered into the forgotten village...an old prospector...an orphaned youth...a homeless couple...and a doctor too old to serve man. Forsaken folk wanted by no one. They rebuilt this ramshackle community into...Sunshine City!

But suddenly, descend men with the souls of vultures to steal the fruits of honest labor...and there are dark days in Sunshine City until the mighty Batman swoops down from the skies to fight sin's peril when he runs for the post of..."The Sheriff of Ghost Town!"

Our story begins in a ghost town...grim reminder of a village that once echoed to the shouts of men and the thunder of hoofbeats!
A Doctor Joins the Reborn Community...

I'm a doctor, looking for a practice -- too many younger doctors where I come from!

A Doctor? Glory be! Simmons' wife is sick. And my rheumatism is somethin' fierce. An'...

Not much business yet... but it'll come!

Plenty goin's in the carpentry line... an' I'm glad! How're you comin', barber?

Grateful for the prosperity that has rewarded their labors, the ex-wanderers christen the nameless town...

Most of us was old folks, with clouds over us. Till we ran into clear skies here. Since you made me mayor, mebbe I kin suggest a name for our town. How 'bout Sunshine City?

Sunshine City it is!

Hooray!

But even as the Garden of Eden had its serpent... into sunshine city one day rides "Five Aces" Frogs, gambler and crook, with some cronies...

Take a look, bullet an' Blackie! Quite a bustin' little community we got here!

And ready for us to take over!

Yeah... let's call in the rest of the boys, an'...
Violence flares...and blazing guns and flashing knives take a wanton toll of life as Frogl's followers pour into town!

That wheel's crooked! I want... ohh...

This'll teach him to squawk!

Plenty gold dust in these saddle-bags!

Oughta be... it's the months output of the whole town!

Hurry! My husband they've stabbed him!

He shoulda minded his own business, lady!

Hoping to preserve their new-found happiness, the founders of Sunshine City meet in the little red schoolhouse...

Feller citizens, we was doin' fine till them crooks came! We got to get rid o' the varmints!

That's right, mayor!

But the wily Frogl shows his defiance of law and order!

That's right, Blackie—burn her down to the ground!

Boss, you're hot stuff! Haw, haw!

Presently... inside the schoolhouse...

We gotta git together, an'... what's this?

Fire!

Run for your lives!

Later, in the tiny shack Cactus Tom shares with Joe...

Don't feel so bad, Cactus Tom!

It ain't me I'm fretted 'bout—it's all the old folks that come here for a new life! An old coot like me can't help 'em! What we need is the bravest man in the country to clear out them buzzards!
THE BRAVEST MAN--WAY--THAT'S THE BATMAN!

RECKON HE'D DO, JOE--BUT HOW'D WE GET HIM WAY OUT HERE IN THE DESERT? NOBODY EVEN KNOWS WHO HE IS!

A DESPERATE HOPE SPURS A LONE RIDER THROUGH THE NIGHT...

MAYBE THERE'S A WAY OF REACHING THE BATMAN--SOMEONE IN STATE CITY OUGHT TO KNOW!

AND IF YOU KNOW WHERE THE BATMAN IS, SIR...

I DON'T, BUDDY--BUT YOUR STORY'S A HUMDINGER! I'LL SEE THAT IT'S PRINTED ALL OVER THE COUNTRY AND MAYBE THE BATMAN WILL SEE IT!

AND IN A RADIO BROADCASTING STUDIO...

YOU ARE LISTENING TO VOICE OF THE PUBLIC. THE NEXT GUEST ON OUR COAST-TO-COAST HOOKUP HAS AN UNUSUAL APPEAL TO MAKE!

GEE WHILUKERS! I HOPE THE BATMAN IS LISTENIN'!

THE LAD'S ANXIOUS VOICE RINGS BARENSTLY IN THE DISTANT HOME OF BRUCE WAYNE AND HIS YOUNG WARD, DICK GRAYSON--

--BECAUSE OUT IN SUNSHINE CITY WE'VE HEARD THAT THE BATMAN NEVER REFUSES TO HELP FOLKS IN TROUBLE--AND I'VE SURE GOT TROUBLE!

THAT SETTLES IT, DICK!

HERE WE GO AGAIN! I COULDN'T EVER LOOK OURSELVES IN THE FACE IF WE LET THAT KID DOWN!

THE BATPLANE IS FUELED AND READY!

MINUTES LATER, AN EERIE CRAFT STREAMS FROM A SECRET HANGAR INTO THE MIDNIGHT SKY--THE BATPLANE!

LOOK, BATMAN--A MAN ON HORSEBACK!

Dawn sees the black shape soaring above the rim of the desert.

AND OTHER MEN WAITING TO AMBUSH HIM! TAKE THE CONTROLS, ROBIN! KILL THE MOTOR AND DIVE!
RETURNING HOME, YOUNG JOE IS UNPREPARED FOR THE SUDDEN CRACKLE OF OUTLAW SIX-SHOOTERS THAT BLAZE AT HIM FROM BEHIND.

GEE-WHILLIKERS... THEY'RE AFTER ME!

YOU WON'T MAKE US NO MORE TROUBLE, KID!

But as silent wings swoop low, a very real "BOLT FROM THE BLUE" PLUMMETS INTO THE MIDST OF THE WOULD-BE KILLERS--THE BATMAN!

LET'S YOU WALK AND I RIDE!

WAH-IT UGH!

I'M JUST A ROPIN' COWBOY, YIPPEE!

I'M SLIPPIN' ON!

AMID GRAY CLOUDS OF DUST, THE OUTLAWS HEAD FOR DISTANT PARTS--

BE SEEING YOU LADS LATER!

LET'S BEAT IT! THAT GUYS THE BATMAN!

GOLLY, MR. BATMAN... YOU SAVED MY LIFE!

THINK NOTHING OF IT, JOE -- FROM WHAT I HEAR, YOU'RE TRYING TO SAVE A TOWN!

HEART-WARMING CHEERS RING THRU THE AIR AS THE WORLD-FAMOUS DUO RIDES INTO SUNSHINE CITY!

FOLKS, I NOMINATE THE BATMAN FOR SHERIFF!

AS SHERIFF, I'D HAVE THE LAW ON MY SIDE...

THANKS, CACTUS TOM!

THE BATMAN FOR SHERIFF!
But unfriendly eyes watch the gala scene from the balcony of Frogs' Lady Luck Saloon...

So that's the high and mighty Batman! We'll show him he don't count for much in these parts, eh, boys?

Wild excitement marks the one-day election campaign—a frolicsome rally such as no ghost town has ever seen!

They got plenty votes to elect him!

Don't worry! We'll fix him... listen!

The Batman for better days!

Later...

Look out, Batman! Duck!

And if I am elected, I promise...

Shame on you. Throwing stones behind people's backs!

Save me! Save me!

What—Thanks, Robin!

Hark! Hawk-eyed citizens of Sunshine City insure an honest election!

Here's a vote for you, Frogs!

Try to stuff the ballot box, will you?

That guy ain't human!

Tsk! Tsk! That's one less vote for Frogs!
And when the votes are counted!
—and do you solemnly swear to uphold the peace and enforce the laws of the community?

I most certainly do, Mr. Mayor.

Three cheers for the new sheriff!

And as my first official act, I hereby appoint you chief deputy sheriff.

Now I can play cops-and-robbers for keeps!

Thus begins a new era of peace for Sunshine City...

An era in which old-timers recall famous peace-makers of bygone days...

Why don’t we go home now? There hasn’t been a bit of trouble since the election!

Something tells me certain people are just waiting for us to do that so we’ll stick around for a while.

Minds me of the stories I used to hear ’bout my great-uncle, “Two-Gun” Turpin—he was sheriff of this here town, an’ he strung up all but one of the Owl-Hoot gang!

What happened to the last of the gang?

He shot “Two-Gun” Turpin!

My grandpop was a famous peace officer here, too! “Dead-Eye” Danvers, they called him! He died fightin’ seven-stage robbers!

Even Frosel makes a pretense of good behavior...

He’s reforming ’cause the Batman threatened to raid his place!

Yes, ma’am—I’m turnin’ over a new leaf!

And news of the Batman’s success spreads far and wide!

Ghost town booms as violence stops!

Batman saves Western town from bad men.
Finally...

Feller citizens, our neighborin' town has agreed to lend us money per streets an' real electric lights. Now we'll git to be a real city. Thanks to our new sheriff!

Yippee! Prosperity is on the way!

The town puzzes with plans of a grand celebration...

Cactus Tom is a-goin' to bring the money from Gila Gulch in a stagecoach!

The whole town's gonna dress up in old-time costumes!

Imagine an old galoot like Cactus Tom drivin' thousands o' dollars across the desert in a stagecoach!

It'll be just like frontier days!

While in the heart of the badlands, others discuss the coming event with deep interest--known outlaws who fled the city when the Batman and Robin took office!

We don't have to imagine it. Blackie--we'll be right on hand to see it!

An' with our shootin' irons ready!

As the Great Day Dawns...

You're riding the coach with Cactus Tom, Deputy. Remember the gun's just for show! And the cartridges are blanks!

Just part of the masquerade, eh, Batman--I mean Chief!

That morning's sun shines upon such a picturesque sight as the desert has not seen in half a century...

Forty thousand dollars! My biggest strike--an' all fer Sunshine City!

I always wanted to ride on one of these!

'Fore the Batman came, we wouldn't dare cart money around like this!

It's safe enough now since Probes fell out fer other parts!

Safe? Let's look ahead--to where the ancient coach's path twists between steep walls of rock!

We're really helpin' 'em with their show--this is like the old days, too!

Sit ready, boys! I kin hear 'em!
A sudden thunder of guns—a chorus of wild yells—and the trio is inescapably trapped!

I'll stop 'em—ouch!

I'll be hanged if I will!

They've killed Tom!

This gun's no good to me without bullets—so you can have it!

Yah! I won't live to hang, yuh old fool—oh—h—h—h—!

Snatching the Blacksnake whip from Cactus Tom's limp fingers, the boy wonder lashes out furiously

You dirty killers!

I've got the little brat!

Ow! Get that whip away from him!

You'll never get away with this—never!

Struggling fiercely against crushing odds, the brave lad is overwhelmed by sheer weight of numbers.

Nix on that! We'll want him as a hostage if the Batman picks up our trail.

Tough kid, eh? Let's finish him off—like we did Cactus Tom.

Here's the forty grand! Let's git back to the hideout!

As the robbers head into the maze of rocks...

The Batman will never find us out here unless I can leave a trail—can't get at the radio in my belt buckle; I've got it—these blank cartridges!
Cautiously, one by one, Robin works the cartridges free of the belt loops, leaving a shining trail that passes unnoticed by his captors.

When we git ready 't'wut the trail, kid, we'll stake yuh out fer the buzzard's treat!

Meanwhile, back in Sunshine City, the descendants of gun-fighting Pioneers have decked them—serves out to resemble their famous ancestors...

Hail to Cactus Tom: the Batman and Robin in Sunshine City...

I reckon I look like jest about as tough as my great-uncle, Two-Gun Turpin, who wiped out the Owl-Hoot Gang!

You mean, all but the one who wiped him out! Me, I reckon I'd make as good a peace officer as my grandpop, 'Dead-Eye' Danvers!

A rumble of wheels, a drumming of hoops—and the stagecoach comes into view, racing ahead of a cloud of alkali dust!

Something wrongs—one of them's lyin' down—and Robin is missing!

Here they come! Let's give Old Cactus Tom a six-gun salute!

The merrymakers fell silent as the stunning news of the tragedy reaches them...

Bandits! They killed Tom—wounded me...kidnapped Robin and got away with the money!

Where did it happen? Which way did they go?

Swiftly their holiday mood changes to one of black fury...

I'm going after them—alone! Those bandits are dangerous; they'll be hidden in the hills, where they'll be hard to get at. You've elected me sheriff, and it's my job!

But a miracle seems to have transformed the old-timers—As if the spirit of their fighting ancestors has come to life within them...

I'm a wearin' 'Two-Gun' Turpin's boots—and they're a-join' t' take me after them varmints, sheriff!

There's a good fight left in me, too! Don't forget, 'Dead-Eye' Danvers was my grandpop!
MEN, I APOLOGIZE! FOR A MINUTE I FORGOT THAT AN OUNCE OF FIGHTING SPIRIT IS WORTH A TON OF MUSCLE! LET'S HIT THE TRAIL!

A WEIRD POSSE OF GREYBEARDS AND OLD-TIMERS GALLOPS ACROSS THE BURNING SANDS...

WE'LL PAY 'EM BACK FER WHAT THEY DONE TO CACTUS TOM!

WE'RE ALMOST AT THE SPOT WHERE IT HAPPENED!

THE AGED POSSEMAN TRACES THE BANDIT TRAIL...

WE'D NEVER FOUND THE WAY IF THE YOUNGSTER HADN'T BEEN SMART!

AND AT THE STAGE-ROBBERS' STRONGHOLD...

QUIET, MEN... WE'RE NEARING OUR QUARRY!

WE'RE SITTIN' PRETTY! EVEN IF THE BATMAN FOUND US, WHAT COULD HE DO?

YUH LITTLE LIZARD--I'LL FIX YUH!

HE COULD DO PLENTY! ASK BULLET...

THIS IS JUST A DOWN PAYMENT!

YOU WOULDN'T DARE DO THAT IF MY HANDS WEREN'T TIED!

SUDDENLY AN OMINOUS SHAPE HURTLES INTO THE BANDIT CAMP!

THIS IS WHERE EAST MEETS WEST WITH A BANG!

BATMAN! HERE'S YOUR CHANGE, BULLET...

THE BATMAN!
Split seconds later, the band of spirited old-timers hurled defiance at the foe, fighting with the bravado of plainsmen of the West.

I'm too old for my fists but my crutch will do!

Wahoo! I'm 'Two-Gun Turpin'!

Are things black enough for you, Blackie?

Owoooo!

Yes sir—my granddad, 'Dead-Eye' Danners. Couldn't have done better. Now one o' you rattle-snakes cut that boy loose!

D-don't shoot! Wave surrender!

There's a creek below! It will cool off your blisters—OR, would you rather talk?

Thanks, 'Dead-Eye'!

I'll talk! Frobel ordered us to stick up the coach an' kill Cactus Tom!

Leaving the bandits safely bound and guarded, the dynamic duo races back to Sunshine City for a final accounting with Five Aces' Frobel!

Got to find Frobel before someone warns him the game is up!

Hey—watch out for speed cops!

But a warning is already on its way to the gambler, cutting short his barroom braising...

The boys'll make short work of them old duffers an' the Batman, too!...Huh? What's this?

Boss! The Batman (gasp) rounded 'em up...he's comin' here after you!

All right—I'll finish him myself! He don't believe in usin' shootin' irons—the fool...so he won't have a chance!

I don't wanna get mixed up in no gun-fightin'!

It ain't guns I'm afraid of so much as the Batman!
A BLUR OF ACTION... A BLAM-BLAM OF GUNS... AND...

COME AND TAKE ME, TENDERFOOT!

DROP THOSE GUNS, FROGEL! YOU'RE UNDER ARREST!

THIS IS NO PLACE FOR ME!

JUST AS YOU SAY, CHUM!

OOGH!

ULP!

A CYCLONE FIST SMASHES AGAINST ITS HUMAN TARGET...

STAND UP AND FIGHT LIKE A MAN... OR ARE YOU YELLOW?

T-TAKE ME, TO PRISON BUT D-DON'T HIT ME NO MORE, PLEASE!

CAN'T TAKE IT, EH? JUST LIKE ALL YOUR BAND OF KILLERS!

And so... once again, peace... blessed peace... descends on sunshine city... to endure as long as the monument of stone that the grateful townsmen unveil...

... and as long as you keep that pioneer spirit burning bright, not all the gun-toting bad men on earth can rob you of your happiness!

He'll be standin' there a hundred years after we're gone.

Good old Cactus Tom!

 precursor to sunshine city... a son of pioneers, he blazed the way for others, and died for them... with his boots on!

Later... the Batplane wings eastward into a new sunrise...

You know, Batman, I sort of hate to leave that little old ghost town! It's a nice place now that Frogel and his men are in prison.

Most towns are nice till men like Frogel appear on the scene, and that's our job, Robin... trying to keep 'em that way!
THE BIG EIGHT!
"TOPS" IN MONTHLY COMIC MAGAZINES

NOW ON SALE EVERYWHERE!
ACT NOW!
ON THIS BARGAIN OFFER

THIS BEAUTIFUL DESK FOR $1.00
ONLY
WITH ANY
REMINGTON PORTABLE TYPEWRITER

A beautiful desk of handsome walnut grain, finished with rich honey colored top which will fit into the decorations of any home, and made of sturdy three board, is now available for only one dollar ($1.00) extra to purchasers of a Remington Portable Typewriter. The desk is so light a child can move it, so strong it will hold six hundred (600) pounds! What a combination this desk and a Remington Portable Typewriter make—a miniature office in your home! Learn complete details of this offer. Mail the coupon today!

THESE EXTRAS FOR YOU!
LEARN TYPING FREE

To help you even further, you get Free with this special offer a 44-page booklet, prepared by experts, to teach you quickly how to typewrite by the touch method. When you buy a Noiseless you get this free Remington Rand gift that increases the pleasure of using your Remington Deluxe Noiseless Portable. Remember, the touch typing book is sent Free while this offer holds.

SPECIAL CARRYING CASE

The Remington Deluxe Noiseless Portable is light in weight, easily carried about. With this offer Remington supplies a beautiful carrying case sturdy built of 3-ply wood bound with a special Dupont Fabric.

SPECIFICATIONS

All essential features of large standard office machines appear in the Deluxe Noiseless Portable—standard 4-row keyboard; back spacer; margin stops and margin release; double shift key; two color ribbon; automatic reverse; tabulator; variable line spacing; paper feeders; makes as many as seven carbons; takes paper 9.5" wide; writes lines 8.75" wide, black key cards and white letters, rubber cushioned feet.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

The Remington Deluxe Noiseless Portable Typeewriter is sold on a trial basis with a money-back guarantee. If, after ten days trial, you are not entirely satisfied, we will take it back, pay all shipping charges and refund your good will deposit at once. You take no risk.

Remington Rand Inc. Dept. 463-3
Buffalo, N. Y.

Tell me, without obligation, how to get a Free Trial of a new Remington Deluxe Noiseless Portable, including Carrying Case and Free 44-page Typing Booklet. Also about the Remington ten pay plan. Send Catalog.

Name:
Address:
City...State...
PRIZES FOR ALL!

Any prize shown in this circle, and dozens of others in our FREE PRIZE BOOK, is GIVEN to you for selling only one 40-pack order of American Vegetable and Flower Seeds at 10c per large pack. Everybody wants American Seeds—they are fresh and ready to grow. You'll sell them quickly and get your prize at once. Send the coupon now for FREE SINGING LARIAT, Seeds and Free Prize Book showing over sixty prizes like Toilet Set, Roller Skates, Radio, etc. SEND NO MONEY—WE TRUST YOU AMERICAN SEED CO., INC., Dept. 808, Lancaster, Pa.

DAISY'S RED RYDER CARBINE
A lightning-loading, fast-shooting, 1000 shot Air Rifle.

CROQUET SET
Complete set given for selling one order.

LIVE CANARY
Given for selling only one order. Safe delivery guaranteed.

EASTMAN CAMERA
Given for selling only one order.

Pepperell "warm-weave" part-wool blanket. Warm, soft and fleecy!

Complete Basketball Set. For boys and girls.

Electric Baseball Game. Hours of fun for all the family—the game you'll never tire of playing.

EXTRA VALUE PRIZES
Given for selling extra orders as explained in BIG PRIZE BOOK.
SEND COUPON TODAY

AMERICAN SEED CO., INC., DEPT. 808, LANCASTER, PA
Please send my FREE SINGING LARIAT, the BIG GIFT BOOK, and 40 packs of Vegetable and Flower Seeds. I will resell them at 10c each, send you the money promptly, and get my prize.

My choice of Prize is:

Name: ____________________________
R.F.D. Box or Street No: __________
City: ____________________________  State: __________

FREE! A GENUINE SINGING LARIAT GIVEN FREE FOR MAILING THE COUPON TODAY! ACT AT ONCE